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From left to right: Mr Ronan Uhel (EEA), Chris Steenmans (EEA), Dr Hans Bruyninckx (EEA Executive 

Director), Mr Seb Dance (MEP), Ms Miriam Dalli (MEP), Mr János Zlinszky (EP MB representative), Ms Lena 

Neijand (EP MB representative) and Mr Paul McAleavey (EEA). EEA headquarter, 18/09/2018 

I. Introduction 

The Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety conducts biennial visits to 

the European Agencies under it remit. Concerning the European Environmental Agency (EEA) 

in Copenhagen the last such visit tool place 10-11 November 2016. The mission was organised 

in order to learn about the latest developments and main future challenges concerning the 

Agency works.  

The meetings where held at the EEA premises from 14:00 to 18:00 on 17 September and from 

9 to 12:30 on 18 September 2018. The two EP representatives to the EEA management board 

(Mr Zlinsky and Ms Neijand) attended all the meetings. 

II. Summary account of meetings 

Monday, 17 Sept 2018: 

Welcome to the EEA and introduction to EEA’s activities and role  

EEA Executive Director Hans Bruyninckx  

Mr Bruynickx welcomed the Members of the delegation and gave a general overview of the 

21st century challenges within which the EU climate/environment policy is set and the Agency 

needs to operate. He set the scene for the current policy developments focusing on key 
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characteristics of policy development - mutual integration/interdependence of subjects and 

systemic and forward-looking assessment logic. He stressed the importance of taking a 

fundamental systems perspective in tackling the current and future challenges as well as 

creating pathways to sustainability while avoiding “lock-ins” that may hinder policy in the 

future.  

The 2019 budget and the MFF proposal – implications for EEA  

By Søren Nielsen, Head of Programme, Administrative Services  

Mr Nielsen presented an overview of the evolution and prospects for the EEA staff and financial 

resources. Since 2011, posts and salaries have remained at same level, however there are still 

new tasks that the Agency has been required to do. While the Agency has certainly done a lot 

of effort to streamline as much as possible what it has available with the quality of its 

deliverables (doing more and better with less), that is no longer possible in the current financial 

climate with the new MFF proposals and continued new tasks requested. EEA has been placed 

in the worst agency category with a freeze on its budget even in nominal terms, which seems 

not in line with EU climate ambition and the overall growing EU budget for climate activities. 

Members discussed the need to change the agency status to at least a budget flat in real terms 

(‘Stability in real terms’), which will allow the agency to keep on delivering on the new value-

added reporting it has re-oriented itself in providing.  

Current files in the legislative process  

Responsible EEA experts (Paul McAleavey, Ronan Uhel) 

In terms of ongoing legislative files, the EEA’s activities are influenced by two dossiers - one 

is the new CO2 emissions standard from LCVs post 2020, and the second is the proposal for 

the 2020-2026 LIFE programme. In terms of the former, the Agency is supporting the 

Commission in the monitoring of the CO2 performance of passenger cars and vans, according 

to the European Regulations (EC) 443/2009 and (EU) 510/2011 and following to what extent 

the set targets are achieved or to be achieved. With regards to LIFE, although the EEA is not 

involved as a direct recipient of the Programme, it is interested in the functioning and objectives 

of LIFE considering that it is the only dedicated budget Programme for climate and the 

environment. 

EEA Programming Document 2019-2021  

Responsible EEA Heads of programmes  

Under the EEA Programming for 2019-2020, expert from the Agency covered mainly the new tasks 

under Energy Union Governance (the new e-platform on energy and climate data needs to be 

implemented and the agency needs to allocated the needed staff resources to develop that) and Forests 

(the EEA took over the coordination of developing a comprehensive forests info system, reorganising 

156 different indicators that are followed - currently talks with JRC and DG ENV are ongoing on what 

the expectations are for the system and what resources the Agency needs to invest in that). 

Copernicus 

By Chris Steenmans, Head of Programme, Data and Information Services 

The EEA being a key user of the Copernicus services, the programme was subject to discussion 
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throughout the visit with Mr Steenmans presenting how the Copernicus data is utilised in the 

Agency’s monitoring and analysis. The Copernicus data offers immense opportunities also 

complementing data from other sources and potential gains in administrative and bureaucratic 

simplification and reduction. Currently, there are institutional discussions about Copernicus 2.0 

programme beyond 2020 and what the role of the EEA in that should be. Given the experience 

and position of the agency, EEA could play indeed a major role in user uptake and market 

development for that data.  

Ongoing EEA and EIONET Evaluation  

By Paul McAleavey, Head of Programme, Coordination and Strategy 

The last session on Monday was dedicated to the much anticipated conclusion of the Agency’s 

evaluation. It is its 5th overall evaluation but first one in the frame of the Better Regulation 

(BR). The evaluation covers both the EEA and Eionet for the 2012-2016 period and addresses 

5 BR criteria - effectiveness, efficiency, relevance, coherence, EU value added as well as 

alignment with the adopted Common approach to Agencies. An external contractor has 

produced a background study completed in August 2018. On the basis of the study and the 

public consultation conducted in summer 2017, the Commission will finalise the evaluation in 

a staff Working Document scheduled for October 2018. It is yet unknown what next steps would 

be and if the Commission would also propose an amendment to the EEA regulation given the 

uncertainty associated with completing such a legislative process with a few months before 

European elections. The EEA Management Board will prepare by end of 2018 

response/recommendations following the evaluation. In that regard it was stressed by the 

Members that a response by ENVI would be appropriate.  

Tuesday, 18 Sept 2018: 

Communications planning and tools for the EU institutions and European 

Citizens 

By Katja Rosenbohm, Head of Programme, Communications 

Ms Rosenbohm presented all the communication tools used by the agency in disseminating its 

output. Still in Q4 there are 4 major publications upcoming on Mercury, EU climate & energy 

targets, Air quality and CO2 emissions from cars. In terms of social media, the EEA has 32,221 

fans on FB, 61,800 Tweeter followers. The Agency conducts live events with interactive Q&A 

sessions on specific topics on FB that attract substantive audiences. In addition, 13,819 articles 

have referenced EEA as data source in 2017 and the Agency receives more than 800 public 

enquiries per year. The EEA newsletter comes out quarterly and the Agency also produces a 

number of publications for non-expert audiences that are translated in 10-12 languages. One 

means to attract younger audiences is by the thematic annual photo competitions which pool 

approximatively .2.000 participants per year - the selected photos are used in the EEA 

publications. The beginning of December 2018 will see the launch of the SOER 2020 report in 

Brussels while on 19 June 2019 the EEA will celebrate its 25th anniversary.  Further topics 

discussed during the session were the ways of spreading the EEA knowledge and reaching out 

to the general public also via the network of communicators in the MSs, the COM services, 

NGOs and the increasing use of infographics for presenting the EEA data in a more user-

friendly easily assimilated format.  
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SOER 2020; 8th EAP-SDGs  

By Jock Martin, Head of Programme, Integrated Assessments for Sustainability 

The 5-yearly State and Outlook for Europe’s Environment Report (SOER) is the most 

substantive publication that the Agency produces enshrined in the EEA Regulation (Article 2(h) 

as one of its key outputs. The 2020 edition will be the 6th such report - it will support the 

evaluation of the 7th EAP and framing the 8th one. Mr Martin explained the history of these 

reports that have developed over time from mere standard reporting to being an integrated 

environment assessment which is also more forward-looking as the 6th edition which is 

currently in the making. Mr Martin presented the structure and thematic organisation for the 

report and the timeframe for its conclusion in 2019 and the planned presentation and outreach 

events in 2020-2021. 

International and neighbourhood activities  

By Paul McAleavey, Head of Programme, Coordination and Strategy 

Mr McAleavey presented the international and neighbourhood activities of the Agency which 

have in fact been scaled back in the past couple of years due to diminishing resources. The EEA 

has funded cooperation with 54 European and non-European countries. It is also engaged with 

a range of international organisations, UN bodies, global conventions and processes. In these, 

its main role is to build capacities, technically prepare countries for EEA membership, facilitate 

contacts, influence developments and provide expert support. The EEA has contracts with DG 

NEAR for 4 million euros for the Southern neighbourhood cooperation projects and 6.6mn 

euros for the Eastern neighbourhood for the 2016-2020 period. These funds cover 95% of the 

projects with 5% funding coming from the Agency budget. Members and the Agency discussed 

the future of “delegated or contribution agreements” (or contracts as the ones with DG NEAR) 

which the decentralised agencies can still sign but the future of which is unclear under the new 

MFF, and the importance of these for the agencies given the ongoing budget constraints.  

Wrap-up session/ EEA cooperation with the European Parliament  

Key milestones over the next 15 months 

By EEA Executive Director Hans Bruyninckx. 

In the final wrap-up session, the EEA’s Executive Director reiterated the importance of working 

together in establishing the vision for the Agency in the future especially in the next 15 months 

when a range of important developments will be happening - budget and MFF, European 

elections and the Agency evaluation. Mr Bruyninckx expressed the readiness of Agency staff 

to host any MEP (as Rapporteurs or shadows on specific files) and prepare targeted thematic 

programmes by Agency experts. III. Conclusions 

The Delegation to the EEA allowed the Members to have a more in depth understanding of the 

working structure of the agency and the key challenges related to the strengthening of the 

knowledge support to the EU policies. The issue of the budget cuts combined with increased 

number of tasks assigned to the Agency has been extensively debated specifically given the 

ongoing institutional MFF discussions. Both the EEA and ENVI delegation confirmed the need 

for more and closer cooperation between the Agency and the Parliament.  
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III. ANNEX 

Mission Programme & List of Participants 

MONDAY 17 SEPTEMBER 2018 

Introduction to EEA’s activities and role 

14:00-14:30 Presentation of EEA activities and the EEA’s role as knowledge base for 

environment and climate policies 

 Hans Bruyninckx, EEA Executive Director 

14:30-15:15 The 2019 budget and the MFF proposal – implications for EEA 

 Søren Nielsen, Head of Programme, Administrative Services 

15:15-15:45 Current files in the legislative process  

 CO2 from cars and HDV 

 LIFE programme  

 Any other EEA activities related to the current ENVI legislation files 
(relevant experts) 

15:45-16:30 EEA Programming Document 2019-2021  

 New tasks: 

 Actions to Streamline Environmental Reporting and the broader Action 
Plan on Monitoring and Reporting 

 Energy Union Governance 

 Fitness check of the EU Ambient Air Quality Directives 

 Forests (relevant Heads of Programme) 

Coffee break 

16:45-17:15 Copernicus – Discussion on the strategic importance of Copernicus work for 

EU environment and climate policy and the possible consequences of Brexit. 

 Chris Steenmans, Head of Programme, Data and Information Services 

17:15-17:45 Ongoing EEA and EIONET Evaluation 
 Paul McAleavey, Head of Programme, Coordination and Strategy 

19:00 Working dinner at the invitation of EEA Executive Director Hans Bruyninckx 
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TUESDAY 18 SEPTEMBER 2018 

9:00-9:45 Communications planning and tools for the EU institutions and European 
Citizens 

  Katja Rosenbohm, Head of Programme, Communications 

9:45-10:45 SOER 2020 ; 8th EAP-SDGs 
Jock Martin, Head of Programme, Integrated Assessments for Sustainability 

Coffee break 

11:00-11:45 International and neighbourhood activities 
  Paul McAleavey, Head of Programme, Coordination and Strategy 

11:45-12:45 Wrap-up session/ EEA cooperation with the European Parliament 
  Key milestones over the next 15 months 

  Hans Bruyninckx, EEA Executive Director 

13:00 Lunch (EEA canteen)  
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Members of the European Parliament: 

Miriam Dalli  (S&D, MT) 
Seb Dance   (S&D, UK) 

The delegation will be accompanied by: 

Lorenzo Vicario (ENVI Secretariat - Administrator) 
Nora Kovacheva (ENVI Secretariat - Administrator) 
Meri Helena Aho  (political advisor for S&D) 
Ales Pecka  (political advisor for ALDE) 

Representatives of the European Parliament on the EEA Management Board: 

János Zlinszky  Pázmány Péter Catholic University, Hungary 
Lena Neij  Lund University, Sweden 

EEA: 

Hans Bruyninckx Executive Director 
Paul McAleavey Head of Programme, Coordination and Strategy 
Ronan Uhel Head of Programme, Natural Capital and Ecosystems 
Chris Steenmans Head of Programme, Data and Information Services 
Katja Rosenbohm Head of Programme, Communications 
Søren Nielsen Head of Programme, Administrative Services 
Jock Martin Head of Programme, Integrated Assessments for Sustainability 
Martin Adams Acting Head of Programme, Health and Sustainable Resource Use 
André Jol Acting Head of Programme, Climate Change, Energy and Transport 
Josiane Rivière EU Institutional Relations 
Eszter Fay EU Institutional Relations 
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